Lab Tips for V3 SISE Labs

General Notes:-
	W7Corp PC Clear down steps
		Shut the port on the switch (g1/0/1)
		Reload pc (pwer cycle)
		noShut the port on the switch (g1/0/1)
		demo\employee1 to log into domain
		.\administrator to login locally
	iPad Clear down steps before wireles testing
		iPad Clear Safari browser, forget networks, shutdown WiFi on Ipad maybe 		also put into Airplane mode remember to take it out of airplane mode
		vWLC Clear the iPad out from the WLC Monitor>Clients (Remove)
		ISE Clear the endpoint or users from the database when instructed
		iPad Turn on WiFi
	Switch Useful commands
		show auth sessions int g1/0/1
		clear auth sessions
	Read aheaad of the Lab to get an overview of the lab requirements.
	Text files for DACL's etc are provided on the desktop of the Admin PC and 	additional files accesible from the tools link in FireFox. Recomended browser 	for the labs is FireFox.
	Be patient when waiting for results., can take minutes.
	Some of the crumb trails are incorrect ie from previous versions.
ISE last resort issues use
	"application stop ise" then "application start ise"
Discovery Lab 1: Access the SISE Lab and Install ISE2.4 (30 mins)
Task 1 steps 1-6 not required we have a nice GUI interface
ISE directly accesible from GUI
Discovery Lab 2: Configure Initial Cisco ISE Setup, GUI Familiarization, Certs (45 mins)
Minor versions mis match in GUI
Discovery Lab 3: Integrate Cisco ISE with Active Directory. (15 mins)
No Change
Discovery Lab 4: Configure Cisco ISE Policy.  (1 hour 20 mins)
There are some minor typos and graphics that dont match actual output. Add columns to live logs to match graphics.
Discovery Lab 5: Configure Access Policy for Easy Connect (60 mins) 
The Hostlookup ACL does not have enough entries to allow all protocols, easy fix is to add permit ip any any.
Be patient when waiting for rresults., can take minutes.
Discovery Lab 6: Configure Guest Access (10 mins)
No Change
Discovery Lab 7: Configure Guest Access Operation
Task 1 (45 mins) Task 2 (30 mins) Task 3 (18 mins) Task 4/5 (55 mins)
Check order of Guest Policy
Task 4 step 60 Sponsor portal fails on iPad continue on Admin PC as advised.
Discovery Lab 8: Create Guest Reports (8 mins)
No Change
Discovery Lab 9: Configuring Profiling (30 mins)
Feed services need to be tested a second time to work.
Discovery Lab 10: Customize the Cisco ISE Profiling Configuration 
No Change
Discovery Lab 11: Create Cisco ISE Profiling Reports (35 mins)
No Change
Discovery Lab 12: Configure BYOD (1 hour 5 mins)
There is an issue with the X509 Authc policy the recomendation is to use the root-CA, this did not work for me as the BYOD is signed by an intermediate CA, I used OU=BYOD. The X509 Authc Rule is seperate and should be above Wireless_dot1x.
It takes time for the device to be registered.
Discovery Lab 13: Blacklisting a Device (1 hour 23 mins)
Did not work exactly as notes when device stolen slightly different output in the screens. You will need to probably carry out the iPad clear up routine.
It takes time for the device to be registered.
Discovery Lab 14: Configure Cisco ISE Compliance Services (Approx 35 mins) 
Crumb trail incorrect
Remediation timers can be kept at 20 minutes as you can cancel time on agent.
Discovery Lab 15: Configure Client Provisioning (Approx 15 mins)
See tips
Discovery Lab 16: Configure Posture Policies (Approx 30 Mins)
No Change
Discovery Lab 17: Test and Monitor Compliance Based Access (Approx 30 mins)
See tips
Discovery Lab 18: Test Compliance Policy (Approx 30 mins)
Crumb trail incorrect for reports but easy to follow.
Some of the screen shots are from olders versions easy to spot.
Discovery Lab 19: Configure Cisco ISE for Basic Device Administration (20 mins)
See tips
Discovery Lab 20: Configure TACACS+ Command Authorization (20 mins)
No Change
=======================================================================
Notes After first deleivery Nov 2018
1. Do not change the resolution of the PC's through RDP. It appears to cause ssues with the IPad and VNC. Log out and in of the RDP session.
2. Disovery Lab 4 two delegates forgot to select CONTINUE in the Authc rules.
3. Lab 9 Profiling seems to slow the ISE down will just have to be patient with it
4. Discovery Lab 9  the deleagtes had to give their Profoiling Policy a higher cerianity Factor than the default one Cisco has for vWLC otherwise it matches the default. Hiher is best.
5. A number of times I had to conatact remote Lab with Ipad issues the one that cropped up most was." Profile install failed Ipad not activated" this happened on the BYOD lab disocovery lab 12.
6. The delegates had issues with Lab 14 throught to 17, the major one being missing config out not putting ANDs and NOTS and non compliant.
7. On Pods 16/17/18/19 we had issues being redirected to the provisioning portal in Discovery Lab 17. The solution I had was to put "authentocation priroty dot1x mab" on g1/0/1. In the DACL "ACL_AD_LOGIN" permit ip any any. Remote lab are investigating. Pod 20 worked fine as my prep. The symptoms are only MAB can be done and the corp PC cannot reach AD hence the permit ip any any.
8. The corp PC on one of the machines had to rejoin the domain, also the NIC card got turned off.
9. The switch on one of the pods by passed NVRAM on a restart. The base config is on the flash under SISE.
10. Discovery Lab 12 on a couple of Pods we had a server error when installing the profile. The solution was to Stop and Start the ISE service I guess the CA service needed a kick.
=======================================================================
Notes After second delievery Nov 2018
Lab 1 Wrong gateway caused me big issues with redirection on the Ipad for BYOD Lab. 3 hours to troubleshoot, a delegate mistake.
Lab 5 Easy Connect and not being able to get access to AD looks like a DHCP issue not all the DHCP options being allowed through the DACL. I did see on the course the PC revert back to the microsoft 169. address.
Lab 17 Login as administrator NOT admin
Lab 17 I only changed the order of authentication for dot1x on the port and nothing else it all worked.
==========================================================================
London Delievry
Lab 7 The continual redirect issues with the IPad could be related to the WLC config. One of the delegates tried a site with http and had no issues. Also when they entered "web auth secure redirection on" the redirection worked with https://
Lab 5 Easy Connect. I have been leaving this lab to later in the course. There is a gotcha with this however. Later in the course we would have installed AnyConnect onto the Corp PC so it therfores tries to connect with 802.1X. It needs to connect with MAB so we had to uninstall the AnyConnect client.
Lab 19 TACACS+ Be careful where you put the wildcard for show. The lab guide is correct but if you put it into attributes it does not work as one delegate found out.







